Deaf Champions League Football and Futsal
Method of calculating DCL coefficients
The DCL of a country for a season is equal to the sum of the points of its clubs by the number of clubs
that have participated in a European competition during this season.
The DCL coefficient of a club for a season is equal to the sum of the points acquired during that season,
to which is added 20% of the coefficient of its country.
The DCL coefficient used to determine the number of participants per country in the championships, as
well as the heads of series in the draw, is the sum of the coefficients of the last five seasons.
The points acquired by the clubs are composed of:
 Points per game, a win = 4 points, a draw = 2 point.
During the qualification phases these points are divided by two, and are not counted in the
calculation of the coefficient of the club. The points are distinguished in the qualification matches
(PQ) and the points obtained in the competition (PC).
 Qualifying Bonus Points (BonusQ): awarded according to the level that the club has reached in
the qualification phase. These points are counted only in the calculation of the club coefficient.
 The podium points (Pod): awarded according to the level reached in competition from the
chickens of the Champions League. This podium is counted in the coefficient of the club as well as
in the coefficient of the country.
The following formulas are thus obtained:



Coef. Club = PC + BonusQ + Pod + (20% of the country coefficient)
Coef. Country = (PQ + PC + Pod) / number of participating clubs

Table of points and bonuses
Champions League

Match Points

Groups

4 pts

Win= 2 point
Drawn= 1 point

¼

5 pts

Win= 4 points
Drawn= 2 point

½

1 pt

Win= 4 points
Drawn= 2 point

Final

1 pt

Win= 4 points
Drawn= 2 point
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